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ABSTRACT
ARK-2 is a robot that uses a vision system based on
a camera and spot laser rangefinder mounted on a
pan and tilt unit for navigation. This vision system
recognizes known landmarks and computes its posi-
tion relative to them, thus bounding the error in its
position. The vision system is also used to find
known gauges, given their approximate locations,
and takes readings from them. "Approximate" in this
context means the same sort of accuracy that a
human would need: "down aisle 3 on the right" suf-
fices. ARK-2 is also equipped with the FAD (Floor
Anomaly Detector) which is based on the NRC
(National Research Council of Canada) BIRIS (Bi-IRIS)
sensor, and keeps ARK-2 from falling into open
drains or trying to negotiate large cables or pipes on
the floor.

ARK-2 has also been equipped with a variety of appli-
cation sensors for security and safety patrol applica-
tions. Radiation sensors are used to produce contour
maps of radiation levels. In order to detect fires, envi-
ronmental changes and intruders, ARK-2 is equipped
with smoke, temperature, humidity and gas sensors,
scanning ultraviolet and infrared detectors and a
microwave motion detector. In order to support
autonomous, untethered operation for hours at a
time, ARK-2 also has onboard systems for power,
sonar-based obstacle detection, computation and
communications. The project uses a UNIX environ-
ment for software development, with the onboard
SPARC processor appearing as just another worksta-
tion on the LAN. Software modules include the hard-
ware drivers, path planning, navigation, emergency
stop, obstacle mapping and status monitoring. ARK-
2 may also be controlled from a ROBCAD simulation.

INTRODUCTION
This paper describes ARK-2, the robot built by indus-
trial partners Ontario Hydro Technologies and Atomic
Energy of Canada Limited as one of the deliverables
of the ARK (Autonomous Robot for a Known envi-
ronment) project. The project is a four year PRE-
CARN-sponsored project, ending in December 1995,
with the main goal of achieving reliable autonomous
robot navigation in difficult industrial environments,
without making modifications to the environment.
The test environment is the Sheridan Park
Engineering Laboratory of AECL. it is an industrial
facility over 100 metres long, containing both large
open areas, and very cluttered areas full of cables,
pipes and equipment. Although many large structur-
al components in the lab are unchanging from day to
day, other areas change dramatically on time scales
of minutes (in the case of the movement of a forklift)
hours (in the case of the use of the overhead crane)
or days (in the case of the construction of a reactor
part mockup).

Existing approaches to robot navigation fall into two
classes. There are systems that operate well in sim-
pler, office-like environments, and there are others
that operate in industrial environments with the aid
of artificial beacons, markers or wires. While the lat-
ter approach of customizing the environment to suit
the robot is a possible solution to the problem of
robot navigation, it suffers from several drawbacks.
In the case of guidance devices that are intended to
keep the robot following a fixed path, the obvious
problem is the inflexibility of the resulting system.
The robot is limited to travel on a set of preplanned
paths, and is unable to cope with unexpected obsta-
cles. Systems that use a network of beacons or
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markers require a large number of beacons in order
to assure visibility of the beacons at all points of inter-
est in the patrol area, especially if beacons may be
subject to obscuration due to changes in the place-
ment of objects in the area. Note that this is also true
for radio beacons, due to difficulties induced by
reflections of radio signals within structures. A
detailed survey of positioning methods used in acad-
emic and industrial mobile robotics is available in1.

Robots designed to operate in office-like environ-
ments often use sonar for position correction to
determine relative to the robot the positions of
known walls. Usable sonar wavelengths are such
that many surfaces in the environment are specular
reflectors of the signal. The result is that only small
patches of the environment whose normals intersect
the transducer may be seen by a sonar device. The
sonar signal may also return after multiple reflec-
tions, giving false range values. These effects render
sonar alone unusable for navigation in open areas,
where targets are few, and in cluttered areas, where
targets may be too numerous to match to models
reliably. Infrared ranging, while much less sensitive
to the problem of specular reflection of the signal,
also suffers from difficulties in determining corre-
spondences between targets detected and modelled
objects.

ARK-2 makes use of existing natural landmarks, that
are readily findable using an onboard computer vision
system, in place of beacons. This has the advantage
of requiring no modifications to the environment, as
with the sonar-based approaches. It also has the
advantage of concentrating the attention of the navi-
gation system on a small number of readily recover-
able targets, as with the beacon-based approaches.
This avoids difficult correspondence problems.
Collision avoidance with unexpected obstacles is
accomplished using both sonar and infrared-based
subsystems.

THE ARK-2 ROBOT
Figure 1 shows the robot in its test environment, in
a typical development configuration. The lower half
of the robot is a commercially available Cybermotion
K2A robot, which provides the motion subsystem
(including shaft encoder-based dead-reckoning),
some of the sonar for collision avoidance, and half of
the battery power. The dark enclosure in the upper
part contains the remaining battery power, power
converters and onboard computers in a VME card
cage. On top are the camera and a spot laser
rangefinder mounted on a custom-built high-perfor-
mance pan-and-tilt unit. Also on top are a spread-

spectrum radio Ethernet link, an analog video link and
the package of security and environmental sensors.
Not shown in the figure are the FAD sensor and the
radiation monitors, which are mounted in front of the
robot near the floor when in use. Additional sonar
and infrared proximity sensors are mountable for
complete collision protection. The VME card cage
typically contains the SPARC-based high-level control
computer with frame grabber, an M68040-based
low-level control computer and a microcontroller
board for controlling the pan-and-tilt head.

Figure 1: The ARK-2 robot in its test environment

The radio links are used to provide communication
between the robot and a remote workstation but are
not essential to the operation of the robot. We may
instead run the control interface using a laptop com-
puter atop the robot. Remote monitoring is desirable
for applications in which the robot's patrol area is haz-
ardous or far from a command site. Charging may be
accomplished autonomously using the Cybermotion
docking station, which is a flexible probe onto which
the robot may attach in order to recharge the
onboard batteries. Battery life between charges is
roughly 4 hours of continuous operation with all sub-
systems running. During development, the robot typ-
ically runs for the entire day without need for
recharging.
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The Floor Anomaly Detector (FAD) is an NRC BIRIS-
based2 subsystem for detecting depressed or ele-
vated areas on the floor, in order to avoid areas that
the robot could not traverse. It operates by projecting
a laser stripe onto the floor from a position roughly 1
metre high on the front of the robot. A CCD camera
with a dual-iris lens infers the position in depth of
each part of the stripe from the separation of the two
images of the stripe on the focal plane. The sensor
can provide adequate coverage of the floor to avoid
dangerous obstacles at the robot's full operating
speed of 0.5 metres per second.

The sonars used for detection of obstacles in front of
the robot (but not necessarily standing on the floor)
are Cybermotion sonars, notable for their extremely
wide field of 75 to 90 degrees (depending on the ver-
sion). Since the sonar has a minimum useful range
due to the time required to send the outgoing pulse,
close-range obstacle detection for traversal of
extremely confined spaces is done using diffuse
infrared range sensors.

The vision subsystem consists of the camera and
rangefinder mounted on the pan-and-tilt unit plus
associated control electronics and computer. The
head is capable of rotation speeds of 200 degrees
per second, carrying a payload of about 10 kilograms.
It incorporates anti-backlash gears and slip rings for
36 lines, and may be customized to meet a wide vari-
ety of specifications. Its use in the vision subsystem
is to aim the camera at the predicted positions of
landmarks in order to determine their exact locations
for position corrections. Once their exact locations
are determined the rangefinder may be aimed to
acquire a precise range to each landmark.

SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
The ARK-2 control philosophy is based on the following:

1) The robot should not run into anything.

2) It is assumed that other agents in the environ-
ment will not run into the robot.

3) The robot should attempt to get to the user-spec-
ified destinations safely, given known navigation
accuracy.

in the design of ARK-2, the robust achievement of
objective 3 represents a large part of the technical
challenge standing in the way of broad use of robot-
ics. Given competent navigation, high performance
will follow quickly. Part of the research effort in the
ARK project has examined the possibility of a highly
reflexive system (e.g. Brooks3) in the hope of relax-
ing assumption number 2. Such a system would cou-
ple motor commands tightly to sensory feedback.

Truly effective realization of such systems would
require the resolution of some difficult research
issues. For example, it is not clear if there is always
a principled choice of movement to make when
being pursued. ARK-2, being intended as an industri-
al prototype, is not reflexive. The focus is on driving
the robot to its destination via a safe path. To this
end, we have aimed at a simple, easily understood
system and focussed on achieving reliability within
each module. The job of the collision avoidance mod-
ule is to stop the robot before it hits anything. The job
of the navigation module is to know the robot's posi-
tion reliably. If it does this job well, then the robot can
drive through tight spots without using sensor feed-
back to steer. If the positions of obstacles in a tight
spot are different than on the robot's map, it suffices
for the robot to stop, update its map and replan its
path.

Figure 2 depicts the overall system architecture
showing the main flows of information. We will
begin by giving an overview of the function of the
robot, then describe each module in more detail.

After the user has specified one or more desired des-
tinations the path planner is invoked by the interface
to search for the best path to each destination in
turn. The planner sends a piecewise linear approxi-
mation to the best path to the drive monitor as a
series of waypoints for the robot to visit. Position cor-
rections are scheduled at some of the waypoints, to
keep the robot's dead-reckoning error small enough
to guarantee that no collisions will occur with known
obstacles. The drive monitor in turn sends low-level
commands to the drive control which runs the plat-
form. The drive monitor periodically examines the
dead-reckoned position estimate of the robot in order
to update the map and determine whether the
Emergency stop (E-stop) module has forced the
robot to stop in order to avoid collision with an unex-
pected obstacle. In the case of an emergency stop of
this sort the drive monitor inserts the new obstacle
in the map then asks the path planner to replan the
current path segment to avoid the obstacle. When a
position correction is to be done the navigation mod-
ule is asked to find landmarks and do the calculation
of a new position fix to be applied to the robot's dead
reckoning.

The user interface module is an X application con-
sisting of multiple windows for different subsets of
the robot's functions. Since the X window system
supports networking transparently the interface may
be run without change on the PC laptop on the robot,
on a remote Sun workstation or any of a large variety
of other platforms that can run X servers. The main
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windows of the interface are for robot and head
motion control with additional windows for various
application sensors. In autonomous patrol applica-
tions the only window of interest is the robot motion
control window. It displays a map of the environ-
ments showing positions of obstacles, landmarks
known to the system, the robot and the next robot
destination. The user specifies robot destinations
with a click of the mouse. The robot's position is
updated as the robot moves.

The path planner module is a classical Al path plan-
ner that discretizes the world into a graph of possible
robot positions and orientations. A "potential field" is
defined in the map of the world that assigns a high
potential to positions near obstacles and lower
potential to positions far away. The potential compu-
tation may also contain a term related to the reliabili-
ty with which the robot's position may be corrected
at each point in the environment. A shortest path
search is conducted in the graph to minimize the
path integral of the potential along the path from the
robot's current position to its destination.

The navigation module performs a task very similar
to coastal navigation. By finding the exact spherical
coordinates (relative to the robot) of each of a pair of
landmarks of known position in the world, the robot's
position and orientation in the world can be deter-
mined. In fact, the position calculation does not use
the angle between the landmarks, so this measure-
ment can be used as a consistency check on the
position fix. Each landmark is found by aiming the
camera head at the estimated position of the land-
mark (based on the current dead-reckoning estimate
of the robot's position and orientation) then finding
the actual landmark position in the camera image.
The landmark is found by storing the 3D surface in
the vicinity of the landmark then computing the sur-
face's appearance from the robot's estimated posi-
tion, for use in a 2D image-based matching opera-
tion. The robot's gauge-finding operation is per-
formed using the same approach, but with a scan of
the region where the gauge may possibly be found,
rather than a single camera image as for landmark-
finding.
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Figure 2: The ARK-2 system architecture
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RESULTS
The primary technical objective of the project boils
down to two types of test that can be run at the
AECL site. The first is to command the robot to run
down a broad central corridor containing a selection
of unexpected obstacles, but with sufficient space
between them for the robot to navigate from one
end to the other. The second is to command the
robot to navigate down a very tight secondary corri-
dor where there is very little room for navigational
error. The first type of test is run routinely because
the broad central corridor is the only route to get
from the robotics lab, where the robot is stored, to
the site of the secondary corridor. There is frequent-
ly a forklift parked in the robot's planned path or ship-
ping crates and oil drums located at various positions
in the planned path as a result of normal activity in
the corridor.

The robot performs as expected in cases where
unexpected obstacles are encountered. When the E-
stop module forces an emergency stop, the part of
the obstacle seen by the sensors is inserted in the
map and the robot plans and executes a path around
the obstacle. If the obstacle is large, then the
replanned path may pass through an unseen part of
the obstacle. The robot will stop again when the new
part of the obstacle is detected, insert this part into
the map and replan again. Since the general path
planner is invoked a substantially different route from
the robot's current position to the destination may be
chosen if, for example, the robot's planned path is
completely blocked. This generality of planning is in
marked contrast to reflexive approaches that attempt
to "feel" their way around an obstacle.
The robot is also able to handle navigation through
tight areas. The secondary test corridor has places
with as little as 90 centimetres clearance between
known obstacles. The robot is able to pass through
such places autonomously in spite of a mere 2 cen-
timetres of clearance on either side. The key to suc-
cess is that position corrections are scheduled imme-

diately before such tight spots with landmarks close
enough to the robot that a small change in robot posi-
tion corresponds to a large change in landmark coor-
dinates. By contrast, where high accuracy is not
required, landmarks used may be far away and thus
usable from a broader range of floor positions. One
routine test, conducted every day that the robot is
used, passes the robot through an 89 centimetre
doorway to return it to the room in which it is
charged each night.
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